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The Roman Alphabet and Pronunciation 
 

You will have no trouble learning the Roman alphabet because we use it to write English and many other 
modern languages. There are just a few differences in pronunciation of the letters and letter combinations. 
 
There are different ways to pronounce Latin that have developed in different countries over the centuries.  If you 
sing in Latin in a choir, you will probably use Italian or Ecclesiastical (Church) pronunciation.  But most Latin 
programs in schools and universities in the English-speaking world use a system intended to sound like the way 
the ancient Romans pronounced their language about 2000 years ago.  This system of Reconstructed Ancient 
Latin Pronunciation is indicated below. 
 
The Romans adapted their alphabet from the one used by the Etruscans, a people living in northern Italy, in the 
seventh century BCE.  The Etruscans had adapted their alphabet from the one used by Greeks living and trading 
in Italy, and the Greeks had adapted their alphabet, which was the first one to use letters to represent vowels as 
well as consonants, from the one used by the Phoenicians, a people living in the area of modern Lebanon, in the 
eighth century BCE.  The Phoenician alphabet was similar to the Hebrew alphabet, which was also derived from 
it.  Each group of people changed the letters, their forms and their names in some ways. 
 
The Romans also borrowed some Greek letters directly from the Greek alphabet later on, especially to write Greek 

names and words for objects or ideas taken over 
from Greek in Latin.  Greek acted as a second 
language in the Roman Empire. Many Romans 
learned it from Greeks living near or with them, 
including immigrants, travelling merchants, and 
household slaves, and studied Greek as well as 
Latin literature at school, often with Greek 
teachers. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colonies_in_antiquity 
 
The Romans used names for their letters that indicated their sounds, but they also used the names of the 
corresponding Greek letters for some letters of their own alphabet.  You will see that some Roman letters had both 
names, some just the sound name or just the Greek name. 
 
The ancient Romans only used capital letters, but modern Latin texts use both capital and lower-case letters.  
Lower-case letters were alternate forms of capital letters that were developed in the Middle Ages, about 1000-500 
years ago. 
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Roman 
letter 

Name(s) of the letter Pronunciation 

A a ah or alpha long a: as in father, short a: as in about or cat 
B b bay or beta as in but 
C c kay or gamma hard c as in cut 
D d day or delta as in deep 
E e ay or epsilon long e: as in eh, short e: as in met 
F f ef as in foot 
G g gay hard g as in good 
H h ha as in hot 
I i ee or iota as a vowel: long i: as in machine, short i: as in pit; 

as a consonant, like y as in yard or player 
K k ka or kappa as in keep 
L l el or lambda as in let  
M m em or mu as in met  
N n en or nu as in nut 
O o oh or omicron long o: as in so, short o: as in pot 
P p pay or pi as in put 
Q q cu or qu (always followed by u) as in quack 
R r er or rho rolled, as in Scots, Italian or Spanish 
S s es or sigma always unvoiced, as in sing 
T t tay or tau as in ten 
U u/V v oo as a vowel: long u: as in dude, short u: as in put; 

as a consonant (often written as v): like w in wood 
X x ex or ix or xi as in box 
Y y hu or y Graeca or upsilon like French u in tu 
Z z zeta as in zoo 

 
Pronunciation of Special Letter Combinations 

ae like y in by 
au like ow in cow 
ei like ay in say 
eu eh-oo 
oe like oy in boy 
ui like uey in gluey, like wee in week, like wi in wick 
ch like c in cat 
ph like p in pig 
th like t in terrible 
bs like ps in hops  
bt like pt in captain 
cc like kk in bookkeeper 
sc like sc in score 
gn like ngn in hangnail 
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Which syllable to stress? 
Never stress the last syllable of a Latin word. 
In a two-syllable word, always stress the first syllable. 
In a word with three or more syllables, stress the second-to-last or third-to-last syllable. 
Stress the second-to-last syllable if it contains a long vowel (which may be marked with a line over it called a 
macron) or a diphthong (two vowels making one sound together, such as ae), or ends in two consonants (such as 
nt, ll, etc.). 
Otherwise, stress the third-to-last syllable. 
Examples: canis (ca’ nis), tonsor (tōn’ sor), caelestus (cae les’ tus), mercator (mer cā’ tor), advenit (ad’ ve nit) 
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